The Notre Dame Cheerleaders celebrate outside of Grace Hall last night as the dorm and spectators witnessed the lighting of the "#1" sign on the roof of the tower.

Keenan Reuview location discussed
By MYRNA MALONEY
News Writer

The Notre Dame Board of Governance (BOG) will recommend student representation at the annual planning session for the Keenan Review, according to student consensus last night at Saint Mary's open forum.

BOARD OF GOVERNANCE

The formal position of BOG concerning the annual Notre Dame satirical event held on the Saint Mary's campus is that the Review contains a negative demeanor towards women, and thus should perhaps be prevented from taking place on the campus, according to Mary Beth Wilkinson, Student Body President.

"BOG would like to re-evaluate the content of the Review and discuss those skits which portray women's issues as humorous," Wilkinson said.

Past skits which have caused concern among Saint Mary's students have included rape and other sexual connotations, eating disorders and excessive alcohol consumption among SMC and Notre Dame women, Wilkinson said.

The Keenan Review was originally held in Washington Hall on the University of Notre Dame campus and was moved to O'Laughlin Auditorium on the Saint Mary's campus when student demand for tickets exceeded the seating available in Washington Hall.

Under contractual agreement, the Keenan Review will remain at O'Laughlin Auditorium this year, although questions have arisen among BOG members as to whether or not it is in the best interest of the Saint Mary's community as a women's college to host such an event.

"We are not looking to censor the production. Instead, we are making an effort to change the status quo," said SMC student Joseph Incandela, professor of Religious Studies at Saint Mary's and a member of the planning group for the SMSC.

Joseph Incandela, professor of Religious Studies at Saint Mary's Christian Service Center, said: "The presidents of Saint Mary's and a member of the planning group for the SMSC stated the overall need for continuity and the betterment of the S.M.U.V. program at Saint Mary's.

"Transportation to and from volunteer organizations, administrative space and expertise and recognition of students are just a few of the things that a campus center would provide," he said.

Means to finance the proposed center remain in question, as does speculation of student support for such a center.

The Saint Mary's Office of Saint Mary's have to know that students will work with them. It was also noted that in order to burden the students in terms of time and money, we will hope to cost the college any thing," Incandela said.

"We are not looking for the center funded by outside sources such as alumni and other donors." The BOG position on the proposed center is subject to amendment.

Cheering for #1
The Notre Dame Cheerleaders celebrate outside of Grace Hall last night as the dorm and spectators witnessed the lighting of the "#1" sign on the roof of the tower.

Cheering for #1

Bishops support accused Cardinal

By JOHN LUCAS
News Writer

In the wake of accusations that Chicago Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago with the sexual abuse of a 34-year-old Cincinnati man, the Catholic Church should take a less aggressive and more open position when dealing with alleged victims, according to Father Richard McTigue, professor of theology.

The bishops also began their discussion Monday of a proposed statement on marriage and the family that encourages Catholic husbands and wives to move beyond the sexual stereotypes they grew up with and develop their own marital and parenting responsibilities.

But the allegations of sexual abuse against Bernardin, leader of the nation's second largest archdiocese and a former president of the bishops' conference, have cast a cloud over the gathering.

In the suit, Steven Cook, 34, said Bernardin abused him when he was a Cincinnati man, the Catholic Church should take a less aggressive and more open position when dealing with alleged victims, according to Father Richard McTigue, professor of theology.

While both Vatican Radio and Daniel Pilarczyk, the current Archbishop of Cincinnati lashed out at Bernardin, another accuser, former seminarian Steven Conaugh, calling his charges "silly" and "fairy," the Cardinal took a lighter tone, simply telling reporters at the U.S. Bishops' Conference that he is innocent, and that his "life is an open book. And I think that will be my best defense," he said.

The agenda for the four-day meeting includes a proposed major pastoral statement on foreign policy, on the United States to combat a ground swell of quasi-Americanism and to continue in intervene in regional conflicts in areas such as the Balkans and Somalia.

Panel on homeless held, various experiences shared

By COLIN O'NEIL
News Writer

Homelessness is a plague that can strike anyone, but certain determination and community assistance enable victims to overcome their adversity, according to members of last night's panel discussion on the homeless.

Several social workers and residents of two South Bend homeless shelters shared their experiences, answered questions, and headed the Notre Dame for its Christmas luncheon.

Several social workers and residents of two South Bend homeless shelters shared their experiences, answered questions, and headed the Notre Dame for its Christmas luncheon.

One of the features of the Notre Dame Christmas luncheon was the panel discussion on the homeless.

"We're required to spend half our time raising monies, and we spend so much time raising monies, as well as support for its Christmas luncheon, which this year features as speaker Notre Dame Football Coach Lou Holtz, said Pauline Mikeski.

In other discussion, Sister Suzanne Patterson, CSC, director of the Holy Family Catholic Worker House, a hospitality and companion center for single women with children which garners support from the University and Notre Dame communities, touted Gabriela Jameson, a resident for seven months at the home, as a homeless success story.

A native of Germany, Jameson left an abusive family with her young son and struggled to find a job while participating in the communal living at the Catholic Worker House, said Patterson. She has since moved into an apartment and intends to return to her general studies.

Bob Wind, another panel member, stressed that homeless residents can function as "regular people."
Pre-game hoopla eclipses tragic story

Few students were talking about it Saturday morning. Not many of the thousands of people who filled into the parking lots around the stadium heard about it. And it was the last thing on the minds of the mob that tumbled in dogpound for the second section, arms out-stretched and index fingers pointing skyward.

The mob that finally welled up, a field in a colossal celebration. But Saturday night, when the football field emptied, the lights flickered out and the last worker locked the gates to the stadium, one story remained to be told.

The story was Mara Fox's. The Lyons Hall freshman was walking on Douglas Road Friday night with some friends on her way home from Mac's Deli. On her way to the mob, she never made it. The car of a drunk driver struck her, and Fox was pronounced dead an hour later.

Amid the din of post-game media chatter, drunken celebrations and far-off strains of the Fight Song, it was really only the story that seemed important.

There is something striking when a simple story—one that plays itself out everyday of support. It will be a long time before students forget the Notre Dame mystique, it is a story that will not soon be forgot­

tique," it is a story that will not soon be forgot­

n'tique, but for the students here, the victory seemed important.
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The classic win over Florida State will be con­
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Apparition appearances discussed

By ROBERT CAHILL
News Writer

The Blessed Mother appears on the 13th of every month in Conyers, Georgia and hundreds of thousands of pilgrims flock to Conyers in hopes of seeing the apparition, said Ann Marie Hancock, author of a book on the apparitions, in a lecture given last night.

For example, on Saturday, November 13, despite "The Game of the Century," 180,000 people traveled to Conyers to witness the apparition of Mary. Nancy Fowler, a 47 year old computer programmer, said the Mother of God, she said. Fowler claims that Christ and Mary have delived many messages to Fowler to pass on to the American public. Chris has told Fowler that, "I am pouring more grace here (Conyers) than anywhere else, outside My Holy Mass. You are the nation I have given the most and you deny Me the most," said Hancock.

Five world renowned scientists, including those who worked on the Shroud of Turin, have testified Nancy Fowler, according to Hancock. These scientists have been unable to disprove any of Nancy's claims and have actually proved that she is seeing something when she is having her visions by measuring her brain wave activity, she said.

One of Nancy's claims is that her Crucifix has a heartbeat and this team of scientists has detected a pulse on Nancy's Crucifix. One scientist concluded that they were dealing with a higher power which they were unable to comprehend scientifically, said Hancock.

Ann Marie Hancock is the author of "Wake Up, America!" a book about Nancy Fowler and the Conyers apparitions.

If you see news happening, call The Observer at 631-5323 and let us know.
Christopher to travel to Middle East

By BARRY SCHWED

WASHINGTON

Secretary of State Warren Christopher will go to the Middle East next month to try to mediate differences between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization over their fragile agreement.

Christopher also will try to finalize a separate accord between Israel and Jordan and to break an impasse between Israel and Syria over the Golan Heights.

The complex mission could determine the course of Middle East peacemaking and test the Clinton administration's skill on another foreign policy front.

The State Department spokesman, Michael McCurry, announced Christopher's plan to go to the area. Officials said the trip probably would be scheduled for early December, just before the Dec. 13 deadline for Israel and the PLO to complete arrangements for Palestinian self-rule in Gaza and Jericho.

The Israel-PLO agreement, which was signed with considerable fanfare in September at the White House, could be un­

The Three Musketeers (PG) 2:00, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15

Demolition Man (R) 7:30, 10:00

Ernest Rides Again (PG) 11:15, 2:15, 4:30, 7:15, 9:45

RoboCop III (PG13) 2:00, 4:30
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Defense budget approved

By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press
WASHINGTON

The House approved a $261 billion defense budget Monday that endorses a more restrictive version of President Clinton's policy on homosexuals serving in the military.

Approved by a vote of 273-135, the overall package largely tracks President Clinton's military blueprint and postpones many of the tough decisions on cutting weapons and reducing troops in a post-Cold War world.

The budget for the fiscal year that began Oct. 1 is $2.6 billion less than the amount Clinton proposed and $12 billion below last year's level.

"This report reflects a well-reasoned and prudent approach for funding defense programs," said Rep. Ron Dellums, D-Calif., of his first military budget since succeeding Defense Secretary Les Aspin as House Armed Services Committee chairman.

But the panel's ranking Republican, Rep. Floyd Spence of South Carolina, said the cuts only represent one-tenth of what the Clinton administration plans, and "the next few years we're facing disaster."

By KAREN BALL
Associated Press
WASHINGTON

The FBI has been criticized for tactics used in Waco, Texas.

By CAROLYN SKORNECK
Associated Press
WASHINGTON

Finding tactics of the FBI in the Waco siege has been criticized.

Investigation criticizes tactics of FBI in Waco siege

The FBI could have avoided a barrage of tear gas through the holes in the walls of a Waco, Texas, building early in the Branch Davidians' standoff with federal agents, a government report says.

Instead, the bureau committed "a criminal cover-up" with its own experts in behavior analysis, the review panel said.

The FBI's actions "were a total failure," according to one expert consulted by the Justice Department on April 19 after a 1 1/2-month siege. "I did not fully understand the nature of the operation," the expert said.

"We were targeting the Branch Davidians with a tear gas attack. We should have stopped and said 'Let's back it off.'"

"We could have stopped打印ed.

By D. M. SLODZEN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON

The FBI moved slowly in its decision to back off from flushing more than 25 innocent children out, Stone conceded that the Branch Davidians had "set fire to the fire and killed themselves." But he said the FBI had "no choice."

"You've got to understand there are 25 innocent children there, then it's never too late to back off," Stone said in an interview Tuesday. "You cannot deal with a situation where the women areBand of women at Notre Dame to meet new people.

Have you heard about Communities ND?

It's a chance for men and women at Notre Dame to meet new people... read and talk about the Sunday Gospels before Mass... share honest discussion and learn about your faith.

You probably know somebody who's in Communities ND already -- you can try it too!

Find out more! COME TO THE INFORMATION NIGHT Wednesday, Nov. 17
9:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Faculty Dining Room (south dining hall)
refreshments will be served

SIGN UPS AFTER THANKS GIVING... NEW COMMUNITIES BEGIN JANUARY 15th!!

QUESTIONS?? CALL CAMPUS MINISTRY AT 631-5242

| CAMPUS MINISTRY |

BROTHERS IN GENDER

"Bridging The Racial Gap"

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1993
7:00 PM
LIBRARY AUDITORIUM

GUEST SPEAKERS:
DR. RAFAEL MENDIZ: Assistant Professor of Psychology at Bronx Community College and the College of New Rochelle; founder and leader of the People's Independent Club in the Bronx.
DANNY E. SLEDGE: Dean of Students at Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo.

SPONSORED BY THE MULTICULTURAL STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE OFFICE AT 634-6841
Yeltsin threatened by possibility of communist comeback

By SERGEI SHARGOLODSKY
Associated Press

MOSCOW

Boris Yeltsin says he is worried that Russian communists or fascists might try to seize power by force, a newspaper reported Wednesday.

The report came a day after an open poll showed the Communist Party doubling its support in the past week, jumping from 4 percent to almost 9 percent, a big drop in the race for December's parliamentary elections.

The Communist Party command was threatened by possibility of communist comeback.

Iraq releases U.S. worker, had been held six months

By NEJLA SAMMAKIA
Associated Press

AMMAN, Jordan

U.S. oil worker Kenneth Rogalski arrived in Amman Monday after he was released from Iraqi custody following a phone conversation with his son.

Rogalski, looking healthy but tired, arrived at Marka Civil Airport, the Jordanian capital's airport at about 9 p.m., escorted by Sen. Danforth, R-Conn., and his wife.

The two men were flown in by a Jordanian army helicopter from a desert near Al-Jafar, some 270 miles northeast of Amman, after a six-day land trip from Baghdad.

Rogalski is in Iraq only with the permission of the worldwide Jewish and Arab populations, but he expressed his gratitude to the Jordanian government for his release.

Rogalski, a former restaurant owner, said he was happy to be home.

"It's just really a blessing. Everyone is really glad to see him," Robin said.

Rogalski's release was widely accepted as a goodwill gesture by Saddam Hussein's regime.

A new six-month U.S. worker, had been held six months

forces trained in new rescue procedure

By NEIL S. SAMMAKIA
Associated Press

Mogadishu, Somalia

In the desert at the edge of Mogadishu, U.S. forces were training a new rescue procedure for recovering troops caught in fighting in the capital's southwest.

The exercise was developed after Oct. 3 clash left 18 U.S. soldiers and about 300 Somalis dead.

Army Maj. Ed Donnelly, an operations officer for the exercise, said that in the Oct. 3 battle, American troops "didn't have the ability to respond with speed. Heavy forces are not normally trained to operate within cities — a narrow environment with buildings around us."

On Monday, M-1 Abrams and Bradley fighting vehicles roared through the desert as an unarmed Alpha scout plane flew overhead, responding to a mock call for help from a Pakistani unit in Mogadishu.

Since Oct. 3, clash with forces loyal to Somali warlord Gen. Mohamud Farrah Aidid. American troops have kept to the south of the city, out of the fighting.
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White House tried to pick up Monday and tried to hold a trade agreement with Mexico. By TERENCE HUNT

The White House claimed to have picked up 15 votes over the weekend. An Associated Press count found lawmakers saying they would vote against the agreement or were likely to do so. On the other side, 186 lawmakers said they would vote for it, 42 said they were undecided. Both sides contended they would have the votes to win. Clinton argued there was nothing to lose by giving the agreement a chance. "If all the nay-sayers turn out to be correct, the treaty gives us a right to a referendum in six months," he said.

"Why don't we just wait and see whether we're right or they're right?" Clinton said in a speech to owners of small businesses. "Ring the phones up, hire a couple of consultants, seek to increase pressure on force-sitting lawmakers.

The White House claimed to have picked up 15 votes over the weekend.

Associated Press

As businesses benefit in the corporate culture, Hughes spoke about his experience as a Certified Public Accounting firm and then as an independent contractor CEO.

"One who takes the risk, has the ability — a frequent argument that makes House Whip David Combest, R-Texas, cited that pricing policies within 60 days, if Canada does not change its anti-NAFTA forces. But he added, "I think we're going to win."

"That is nonsense," Kirkland said. "I think the best thing that could happen for the Clinton administration is for this agreement to be voted down."

The president also was working the telephone to get people back into the classroom. "I think the best way to improve themselves is to take the risk, the control, and reap the reward." Following Thorne's presentation, Hughes spoke about his experience at the General Motors Corporation with legislators, mostly from New York and other states, rallied against the trade pact.

"Dump this NAFTA," the congressman said.

Many carried placards depicting an image labeled "NAFTA" and the shoulders of a frowning, worried man. "As (U.S. Trade Representative Mickey) Kantor said yesterday, we expect 'a Clinton landslide' — it's going to be 218 votes. "That's all we need to win," Myers said.

"I think it will be a narrow victory for NAFTA," said House Speaker Thomas P. "I think it's a sign of things moving in that direction. We are not there yet, but we're moving in that direction, very clearly."

The trade agreement would phase out tariffs and other barriers over 15 years. Supporters say it will create a huge market for American exports, resulting in new jobs. Opponents say American workers will lose their paychecks as their companies close up and rush to Mexico to avoid less stringent environmental rules.

Clinton scheduled eight 30-minute one-on-one meetings with legislators, mostly Democrats now listed as "no" votes.

The president also was working the telephone, largely to secure Republican and Democratic votes against the deal. Official said the White House was counting on 120 from the GOP.

On the sensitive issue of prorecipe alone, Secretary of Labor would not support the trade agreement, the president said Clinton would defend their votes but would not actually campaign for them.

That would still make it possible for Clinton to stand up for a Republican on the NAFTA issue even while enduring and campaigning for a Democrat who opposed it.

---

By KATHRYN QUAIL

Expansion and growth are the key points on the agenda of the Entrepreneur Club for the 1993-1994 school year.

A check for an undisclosed amount was presented at the first meeting of the year by Jean Thorne of the Coleman-Fannie May Candies Foundation Funding Corporation for the expansion of the Club.

"The day is not here yet but things on campus," he said.

As heads of the Coleman-Fannie May Candies Foundation, Thorne and Hughes invested more than $30 million to cancer research, housing projects and scholarships and an additional $30 million to colleges and universities to support entrepreneurship education.

Speaking on her experience as an entrepreneur, Thorne stressed that an entrepreneur is one who takes the risk, has the control, and reaps the reward.

Following Thorne's presentation, Hughes spoke about his experience as a Certified Public Accounting firm and then as an independent contractor CEO.

"Take things you find and turn them into an opportunity," was the advice he gave to aspiring entrepreneurs. Hughes also added that he would like to see entrepreneurship and self-employment become a core part of the college curriculum.

The meeting opened by Club president Gene Sheikh presenting a report concerning the growth and expansion of the Club.

Sheikh also reviewed plans for the "First Annual Entrepreneurship Conference" to be held on Tuesday, November 30 in the phone room.

---

By NANCY ARMOUR

Expansion and growth are the key points on the agenda of the Entrepreneur Club for the 1993-1994 school year.

A check for an undisclosed amount was presented at the first meeting of the year by Jean Thorne of the Coleman-Fannie May Candies Foundation Funding Corporation for the expansion of the Club.

"It's based on evidence — a frequent argument that makes sense," Kirkland said.

"Why don't we just wait and see whether we're right or they're right?" Clinton said in a speech to owners of small businesses. "Ring the phones up, hire a couple of consultants, seek to increase pressure on force-sitting lawmakers.

The White House claimed to have picked up 15 votes over the weekend.

"I think the best way to improve themselves is to take the risk, the control, and reap the reward." Following Thorne's presentation, Hughes spoke about his experience as a Certified Public Accounting firm and then as an independent contractor CEO.

"One who takes the risk, has the ability — a frequent argument that makes sense," Kirkland said.
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"I think the best way to improve themselves is to take the risk, the control, and reap the reward." Following Thorne's presentation, Hughes spoke about his experience as a Certified Public Accounting firm and then as an independent contractor CEO.

"One who takes the risk, has the ability — a frequent argument that makes sense," Kirkland said.

"Why don't we just wait and see whether we're right or they're right?" Clinton said in a speech to owners of small businesses. "Ring the phones up, hire a couple of consultants, seek to increase pressure on force-sitting lawmakers.

The White House claimed to have picked up 15 votes over the weekend.

"I think the best way to improve themselves is to take the risk, the control, and reap the reward." Following Thorne's presentation, Hughes spoke about his experience as a Certified Public Accounting firm and then as an independent contractor CEO.

"One who takes the risk, has the ability — a frequent argument that makes sense," Kirkland said.
Dear Editor:

Hello. My name is Sean and I'm an alcoholic. I've only told a few of my friends this deep secret about myself. I was seduced by the "beauty" of alcohol when I was a tender age of eleven. I became an alcoholic at the age of twelve and stopped when I was thirteen years old. I want to respond to the letter to the editor from William McDonald (The Observer, Oct. 14).

He claims that "Alcohol Awareness Week" is nothing but "puritanical propaganda." I support this week, I support SUDS and I support the entire country of the dangers of alcohol. I can say with experience behind me that the euphemisms, "I drink to be social," and "I drink to get buzzed" are nothing but a crock. I used them, I believed them. I didn't think there was anything wrong with drinking. I thought I was popular. I found out the hard way that it's a cold world out there for a teenage alcoholic.

I lost many friends due to my drinking. I became a royal pain in the ass when I was drunk. I would tell people what really annoyed me about them. I told them in the most rude way I knew. If someone got me mad when I was drunk I would tell anyone who would listen what secrets I had and if I didn't have any I would make them up. I hit rock bottom hard. I finally decided to stop when an attempt at suicide failed. I thank God that I didn't succeed. I thank Him that I was totally blazed when I got out of the hospital from an overdose of Vitamin C instead of aspirin. I knew that I had to me to live, otherwise I wouldn't have made the mistake. I had help to overcome my addiction and that's what it is, an addiction. It took a long time and I'm still fighting it every time I go to a party. I'm still fighting every day of my life.

I'm glad that there are people out there who are against drinking in all forms. And thank God for McDonald and his supporters to raise the awareness of the alcohol problem. Certainly, the ads in magazine are nice to know that there are people out there who believe that you don't need to drink to have fun.

Nowhere in the ads do the manufacturers tell of the dangers of alcohol. Nowhere in the ads does SUDS show the poor drunk in the corner of the room not surrounded by the beautiful women. No one in any of those ads do the manufacturers show who the next morning is like.

I know alcohol does damage most every major organ in the body, primarily the liver. Granted it is used in medicine and is given to the beautiful women. Not once in any of those ads do the manufacturers show who the next morning is like.

I know alcohol does damage most every major organ in the body, primarily the liver. Granted it is used in medicine and is given to the beautiful women. Not once in any of those ads do the manufacturers show who the next morning is like.

I know alcohol does damage most every major organ in the body, primarily the liver. Granted it is used in medicine and is given to the beautiful women. Not once in any of those ads do the manufacturers show who the next morning is like.

People who "drink responsibly" always say that there are exceptions to the rule. I am an exception. I disproved the fact that not every one can drink responsibly. I was not a student of the "Course on Getting Drunk Responsibly." McDonald would try to make me believe that my parents and friends didn't care about me because they didn't "condition me to drinking." I think that they cared more about me trying to help me defeat my addiction. McDonald and other people who feel the same way he does feel they drink responsibly, but can anyone who "drinks to get buzzed" deny that it takes more to get buzzed now than when you first started. In ten years it'll take that much more to get buzzed than that first time. If alcohol isn't supposed to be all that bad, then why does the human body build up a tolerance to it? I support SUDS and I support "Alcohol Awareness Week" if it can educate the people of this country of the dangers of alcohol. I support an "Alcohol Awareness Month" if it will show that drinking isn't what it is in the commercials.

If Mr. McDonald can drink responsibly, then I challenge him and anyone who feels the same to take the until the end of the semester. I want to see if you can do it. I flight this hideous addiction every day of my life. I want these people to experience this fight. I want them to know that there is no such thing as drinking responsibly, drinking to get buzzed, or drinking to be social. It is an addiction. It's a narcotic, a drug. I want them to know that there is a danger, that it's not everything it's cracked up to be.

There is no difference between being drunk and being buzzed. In both cases you're intoxicated. So I challenge Mr. McDonald and his supporters to raise your soda cans and drink to another week of sobriety. After all, "It's only beer and I can live without it!"

SEAN GEARY Freshman Stanford Hall

DOONESBURY

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Take the "semester sobriety challenge"
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I know alcohol does damage most every major organ in the body, primarily the liver. Granted it is used in medicine and is given to the beautiful women. Not once in any of those ads do the manufacturers show who the next morning is like.

People who "drink responsibly" always say that there are exceptions to the rule. I am an exception. I disproved the fact that not every one can drink responsibly. I was not a student of the "Course on Getting Drunk Responsibly." McDonald would try to make me believe that my parents and friends didn't care about me because they didn't "condition me to drinking." I think that they cared more about me trying to help me defeat my addiction. McDonald and other people who feel the same way he does feel they drink responsibly, but can anyone who "drinks to get buzzed" deny that it takes more to get buzzed now than when you first started. In ten years it'll take that much more to get buzzed than that first time. If alcohol isn't supposed to be all that bad, then why does the human body build up a tolerance to it? I support SUDS and I support "Alcohol Awareness Week" if it can educate the people of this country of the dangers of alcohol. I support an "Alcohol Awareness Month" if it will show that drinking isn't what it is in the commercials.

If Mr. McDonald can drink responsibly, then I challenge him and anyone who feels the same to take the until the end of the semester. I want to see if you can do it. I flight this hideous addiction every day of my life. I want these people to experience this fight. I want them to know that there is no such thing as drinking responsibly, drinking to get buzzed, or drinking to be social. It is an addiction. It's a narcotic, a drug. I want them to know that there is a danger, that it's not everything it's cracked up to be.

There is no difference between being drunk and being buzzed. In both cases you're intoxicated. So I challenge Mr. McDonald and his supporters to raise your soda cans and drink to another week of sobriety. After all, "It's only beer and I can live without it!"

SEAN GEARY Freshman Stanford Hall

DOONESBURY
Life of African leader captured on film:
"Lumumba: Death of a Prophet"
By Patrice Miller

"Lumumba: Death of a Prophet" will be shown at 7 p.m. on room 140 Dehartio. Admission will be free.

The reason for the film festival is to increase the awareness of Africa: its issues and realities," said Guillaume Zoundome, the President of the Notre Dame African Student Association.

Lumumba, during his twelve month rise and fall to power in 1960, made enough of an impression on everyone to not only make people upset, but also to cause his capture by the militias and murder three days later.

The core concepts that the movie covers are democratization and governance, and reinterprating the colonial experience of Africa.Lumumba is remembered for his struggle and determination for freedom.

The film is not a conventional autobiography, but a study of how his biography was not only distorted but erased by the politics of the time. Film maker Raquel Peck made the movie in the form of a meditation taken from photographs and newsreels from that time.

The movie about Lumumba is the second of four films in the African Film Fall Festival, and is a 69 minutes long in French with English subtitles.

According to Zoundome, the turnout for the film about Lumumba is an expectation to be good.

"Lumumba, in Africa, is a great political figure. That is the one that they will definitely come to see," said Zoundome.

The film series is also sponsored by the Department of Modern Languages at Saint Mary's, the College of Arts and Educational Media. All of the films will be followed by discussions.

Joseph Stella's art has an incredible variety of nature which emerged during the modernist era of the early 20th century, as well as throughout his lifetime. He moved from style to style, exploring different possibilities all combined in different manners. The exhibition of Stella's works will be on display at the Snite Museum of Art October 31 to January 2, 1994 reveals the artist's unique contribution to modern art in the United States.

Every aspect of Stella's life is added to his personalized modernism. Born in 1877 in the village of Murano Lucano, near Naples, Italy, Stella emigrated to the United States in 1896. Eventually, he attended the New York School of Art, where he studied under William Merritt Chase, who influenced in his appreciation for the art of Hals, Velasquez, and Manet.

From 1900 to 1910 Stella produced precisely rendered, realistic drawings of immigrants. Yet, a visit to the landmark exhibition of Italian Art at the Met in 1907 by the artist Bernheim-Jeune in 1912 made an impact on the young artist. Upon his return to New York, Stella fully absorbed the Futurist's glorification of modern technology and industrial society.

Stella, however, refused to be restricted to one artistic style. The artist's work ranged from exquisite silverpoint portraits, to meticulously rendered botanical studies and abstract collages, which revealed his delight in pure texture and color. At the opposite pole were his ambitious, symbolic canvases in which traditional religious imagery, religious icons, and personal symbols were blended in his own individual manner. For Stella, flowers, fruits, and birds had dual roles as natural creatures and as metaphors for art, religion, and spiritual and natural feeling.

This motif can be seen in the "Virgin of the Rose and Lily," 1922 with the fruit and the lily as metaphors for Stella, flowers, fruits, and birds had dual roles as natural creatures and as metaphors for art, religion, and spiritual and natural feeling.

"Lumumba: Death of a Prophet" was made in 1960 with the fruit and the lily as metaphors for the life of Lumumba, and the white lily at the side, a symbol of chastity.
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Knight unsure of upcoming season success

By DENNE H. FREEMAN

Indiana's athletic director has lost Indiana more than Bob Knight is willing to admit, or else once he's serious when he says he has no idea how good the Hoosiers will be this season.

Indiana lost the Big Ten championship and was ranked No. 1 in the nation a year ago. But the Hoosiers lost Valley Ranch to describe Bernie in conference history, and Cheaney, the most prolific scorer of the year Calbert Ten championship and was once he's serious when he says... By STEVE HERMAN

Dam on Bailey led the Hoosiers in assists at 4.1 per game last season.

By STEVE HERMAN

INDIANAPOLIS Either graduation losses hurt Indiana more than Bob Knight is willing to admit, or else once he's serious when he says he has no idea how good the Hoosiers will be this season.

Indiana lost the Big Ten championship and was ranked No. 1 in the nation a year ago. But the Hoosiers lost three starters, including college player of the year Calbert Cheaney, the most prolific scorer of the year Calbert Ten championship and was once he's serious when he says... By STEVE HERMAN

Kosar wins Dallas debut with Aikman sidelined

By DENNE H. FREEMAN

IRVING, Texas

Winner was the word used at Valley Ranch to describe Bernie Kosar the day after his debut with the Dallas Cowboys.

"Bernie has always been a winner," Dallas coach Jimmy Johnson said. "He finds a way to get the job done."

"He may look at little awkward at times, but his passes go where they go, and he doesn't make mistakes," offensive coordinator Norv Turner said.

Kosar hit 13 of 21 passes for 199 yards, one touchdown and no interceptions in the Cowboys' 20-15 victory over the Phoenix Cardinals. Kosar has the lowest interception rate in NFL history and didn't serve any balls up for grabs in Sunday's game.

"It's all been a little overwhelming," said Kosar, cut last week after 8 1/2 seasons with the Cleveland Browns. "I just didn't want to let the organization and the players down. It was a hectic week."

Kosar went into the game late in the first quarter with 67 plays written on a wristband.

"I should be able to learn more of the offense this week," Kosar said. "I just didn't want to make any plays to hurt the team."

Kosar, signed for a guaranteed $1 million the rest of the season, will go back to the bench along with Jason Garrett as soon as Troy Aikman's pulled hamstring heals.

Aikman still wasn't certain whether his hamstring had fully mended.

"I've never had a pulled hamstring before so I don't want to rush it," Aikman said. "It's very frustrating to be on the sidelines. I'd like to play against Atlanta this Sunday but we'll just have to see."

"I'll try it in practice this week but I don't want to re-aggravate it. I'm optimistic," he said.

Aikman has been treating the pull with ice and acupuncture. He was on the sidelines in blue jeans watching Sunday's game.

Johnson said the Aikman situation "is still day to day. We'll just watch how Troy is coming along. He's still our starting quarterback.

Jensen continued from page 16

to Miami in the last game of the 1989 regular season, you couldn't see who was going to get another chance. The line was outplayed and outmanned, and the team had to rely on their own spilt milk and lost national title hopes.

Aikman lost with class—something Florida State obviously hasn't learned how to do. Aikman was safe getting into the act. He is imposing the forces that be to look at their difficult schedule, and "gave them another chance."

"Look around and see what other teams are doing," said Bowden on Sunday. "How many ranked teams did Notre Dame play? None."

I don't think it really matters what happened in the rest of anyone's games. The fact is you lost the Big One. And the worst part is, you were outcoached.

Florida State was seven point favorites over a team that was deemed as being inadequate to the Florida State jugernaut.

FSU players barked and wooed that they had what it takes to be the college team of the year. In the words of Seminole receiver Kevin Knox.

"I'm not saying it's going to be a blowout, but I'm saying you'll all get your money's worth," Knox before the game.


"I hope the defense goes out and gets another shutout. By getting a good shutout here, that really kind of simplifies things real late even."

I sure got my money's worth, Kevin. I got to see a Florida State team dominated in all facets of the game. And that defense, it was certainly incredible. I couldn't believe it gave up three rushing touchdowns in the first half, after letting up just two the whole season. That's incredible.

What I saw was what "could be the best college team ever." And the defense is better. I've been working for that all season long, said Bowden.

"We are really excited about playing Oklahoma in the Oil Bowl. Our goal is definitely to become intercollegiate champions."

This Sunday Bockne Stadium will host yet another No. 1 vs. No. 1 match-up—Badin against P.W. for the women's interhall championship.

Badin continued from page 14

On the kick-off that followed, Badin's Jill Sattene kicked 60 yards for the final touchdown, giving Badin an eight-point lead, 26-18.

Howard had a little over a minute to score and possible tie the game, but the Badin defense held.

"It was a pretty fair game," stated Howard quarterback Randy Litt of the game and the ideas of a conference championship. "This is what we've been working for the whole season, and they had the conversion that we didn't have."

Sattene was the star of the day, scoring two touchdowns for the Badin team and was outcoached.

"I don't think I'm dumb, don't think I can't do that," Aikman said. "It's all been a little overplayed. It's all been a little over-hyped."

"I'll try it in practice this week but I don't want to re-aggravate it. I'm optimistic," he said.

I don't think it really matters what happened in the rest of anyone's games. The fact is you lost the Big One. And the worst part is, you were outcoached.

Florida State was seven point favorites over a team that was deemed as being inadequate to the Florida State jugernaut.

FSU players barked and wooed that they had what it takes to be the college team of the year. In the words of Seminole receiver Kevin Knox.

"I'm not saying it's going to be a blowout, but I'm saying you'll all get your money's worth," Knox before the game.


"I hope the defense goes out and gets another shutout. By getting a good shutout here, that really kind of simplifies things real late even."

I sure got my money's worth, Kevin. I got to see a Florida State team dominated in all facets of the game. And that defense, it was certainly incredible. I couldn't believe it gave up three rushing touchdowns in the first half, after letting up just two the whole season. That's incredible.

What I saw was what "could be the best college team ever." And the defense is better. I've been working for that all season long, said Bowden.

"We are really excited about playing Oklahoma in the Oil Bowl. Our goal is definitely to become intercollegiate champions."

This Sunday Bockne Stadium will host yet another No. 1 vs. No. 1 match-up—Badin against P.W. for the women's interhall championship.
Indiana preparing two quarterbacks for Saturday's matchup against Purdue

Associated Press

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — Now it seems Purdue's defense has to prepare for two quarterbacks in Saturday's Old Oaken Bucket game against Indiana.

Hoosier coach Bill Mallory said quarterback John Paci should be ready to play against the Buckeyes, but not yet.

"I don't think he's ready to go," Mallory said. "But he's taking a lot of reps in practice."

Dittoz got his first start in place of Paci, who was out with a sprained shoulder, and he hit 16 of 30 passes for 207 yards and one touchdown. The 23-17 loss to Ohio State, following a 38-31 defeat at Penn State the week before, dropped Indiana to 7-3 for the season and 21st in this week's Associated Press poll.

The loss dropped Indiana out of contention for the Rose Bowl. The Hoosiers are still in line for another bowl bid, but that's not a concern as they prepare for the Boilermakers, Mallory said.

"We're focused on one thing: We've got our minds on one game, and we're not even entertaining any thoughts about a bowl right now. We've got our work cut out for us, and we can't afford to have any letdowns.

"Defensively, we played much better than we did against Penn State. Our defense made a lot of good plays there," Mallory said.

"I thought I was going to die," Jones said. "It was pretty bad."
PW tops Lewis to advance to championship against Badin
By SCOTT CLEMENTE
Sports Writer

Pasquella West defeated Lewis 20-6 to advance to the championship game of the playoffs. The win was PW's second over Lewis this season. I feel we will face Badin this Sunday in Notre Dame stadium to decide the championship.

Lewis struck first in the half when quarterback Julie Fleck threw a 20 yard touchdown pass to teammate Kim Gold. The defenses held strong for the rest of the half until PW was able to score with one minute to go.

Senior Bethany Riddle threw a touchdown pass to teammate Jennifer Tate which tied the score at six. Riddle then ran in the bootleg for the extra point and the Weasals went into half time with a 7-6 lead.

Neither team could move the ball to the start the second half as both teams were forced to punt on fourth downs.

Then, midway through the second half, Lewis sophomore Andrea Savicinni intercepted a PW pass. The momentum seemed to shift to Lewis's favor.

I do not really understand how we lost that game. We seemed to shift to Lewis's favor.'

By SCOTT CLEMENTE
Sports Writer

Stanford top Fisher 10-7 in overtime
By G.R. NELSON
Sports Writer

Florida State was not the only team not able to survive the third quarter against a top-notch team this was the case last week. Stanford defeated no. 7 Fisher 10-7.

Last week Fisher went first, but Fisher's defense rose to the occasion and stifled the potent Fisher air attack. Stanford recorded seven sacks, four by Smock, and two forced interceptions, one by George Nelson and the other by Miller.

Stanford's offense moved the ball at ease but only had seven points to show for their efforts because of two costly turnovers deep in Fisher territory. Stanford's touchdown came on a twelve-yard run by Lamar Guillory.

Fisher has much of which to fish. The Weasals netted second interception of the day. The senior ran the ball back for a touchdown as time expired giving PW a 20-6 victory.

This will be the first opportunity for most PW players to play in the stadium. Riddle is just one of the players anticipating the game. 'I've been looking forward to this for three years,' said the senior.

The game will be a matchup of the two teams considered the best in the league.
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Stanford beat Fisher 10-7 in overtime

PW beat Lewis in Sunday's semi-finals and will take on Badin in next weekend's championship game.

Badin squeaks by Howard in Sunday's semi-finals
By KELLY CORNELIS
Sports Writer

At soggy Carter field on Sunday afternoon, Badin defeated Howard 26-18 in a close, physical game and moved into the women's interhall finals.

Howard shocked the Badin defense by scoring on the opening drive on a run by senior Carrie Mournien. The extra attempt failed, but Howard held the early lead, 6-0.

Badin came back on the following series with a touchdown by (foot-to-foot) quarterback Tina Fuoco to tie the game at six. Senior Alison Meriaux ran the extra point to give the "Attitude" the edge, 7-6. The Badin defense held.

Howard failed to convert in the second period, scoring on an option by junior Sarah Noten. The next possession quarterback Sue Wassil handed the ball off to Sarah Norton, who exploded out of the pocket with a 49 yard touchdown run. Leading 19-6, Badin stopped the extra point attempt as Shelly Dilksinger kicked wide.

Badin will face North Carolina in the finals.

Getting ready to face Badin is the Badin defense.
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21st Annual Summer Program

Students

ROM E June 12 - July 11
Travel in France, Germany, and Switzerland

London May 18 - June 17
Travel in Ireland, Scotland and France

Switzerland

For information call Prof. Black 284-4660 or 272-3126

PAST STUDENTS AND FACULTY PARTICIPANTS WILL BE PRESENT

Monday, November 16, 1993
CALVIN AND HOBBIES
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I am, either agree with me or take a hike. I'm right. Period. End of Discussion!
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FOU R FO OD G RO U P S OF T H E  APOCALYPSE

FOUR FOOD GROUPS OF THE APOCALYPSE

JAY HOSLER
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This page is dedicated to the memory of Al Hirtz, one of the first members of the Lake Obstacle Course.

FIRST ON THE M A N

MAN ON YOUR FACE

THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

At Electric Chair Operators Night School

OF INTEREST

■ "Abortion, Politics, and Optimism in the '90s" will be presented by Joe Scheinblum tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Center for Social Concerns Auditorium.

■ Mail Campaign will be offered Tuesday, November 16 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the Foster Room, LaFortune Student Center to all who are interested. Learn how to conduct a successful job search with employers not coming to interview on campus.

■ "Religion and Nonviolence: A Case Study From The Muslim Tradition," will be presented by Robert Johansen, Professor of Government and International Studies and Senior Fellow Kroc Institute, at 4:15 p.m., Tuesday, November 16, at Hesburgh Center Auditorium.

■ CSC Van Driver Training Sessions will be held at the Center for Social Concerns at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 16 and Wed. Nov. 17. It is mandatory for anyone driving CSC vans to attend one driver session.

■ Dispelling Myths about Holy Cross Associates Program, an information session, will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 16 at 7 p.m. at the Center for Social Concerns.

■ ND/SMC Council for the Retarded is helping Logan Center clients who need student tickets for the Boston College football game. If you can help, drop your booklet off at North Dining Hall on Nov. 16, South Dining Hall on Nov. 18, or the CSC before Nov. 19.

DINING HALL

Nore Dame
Chickens Ramanio Beef Stews w/ Biscuit Broiled Chicken Macaroni & Cheese

St. Mary's
For menu information call 284-4500
**Florida State exhibits no class in loss**

Despite a certain pujlousness over their unparalleled success over the past few years, the Florida State football program with some successful programs of a renegade nature, such as Miami or Texas A&M, I have believed that Florida State and Bobby Bowden were the good guys of college football. Sure, they have had their share of cocky players and the like, but I thought they never exuded anything other than total class. It turns out that I thought wrong.

Throughout this weekend's game, we were forced to endure numerous exhibitions of thoughtless and esoteric actions from a bunch of classless players. In case you didn't notice, Seminole cornerback Clifton Abraham shook Irish players Adrian Jarrell, Lee Benton, and Jeff Burris in the back after they were well over the goaline. He and a host of other FSU players elicited three unnecessary roughness penalties for those pushes and excessive taunting. And there could have been more.

Seminole defensive lineman Toddick Macintosh even faked an injury to stop the clock. That's what I call class.

I am for the thought that Bobby Bowden's laid-back coaching philosophy was the trend of the 90's. He gave his players a little slack, and developed trust by letting his players be themselves. It is now obvious that Bowden's players are cut out of the same mold as Miami's criminals, and Bowden has absolutely no control over them.

Now, after their embarrassing on-the-field actions, we have had to endure the Seminoles' constant begging and pleading for a rematch that began as soon as Shannon Woods batted an injury to himself.

"Give us a chance," says Seminole flanker Matt Frier. Give us a chance? They were just thoroughly dominated by an obviously superior team, and all they can say is give us another chance? When No. 1 Notre Dame lost and defeated him on the last touch to preserve the title.

"I was glad to see the sabre team do good against Northwestern," said assistant coach Ed Bagger.

"We wanted to prove something against their sabre team since they beat us 17-2 last week at the festival," added armer Greg Ripple.

The Irish took home the tournament trophies in all three men's divisions. Frier was named MVP in foil, Lester in sabre and senior Ian Girard at epee. The woman also had a good showing despite having two foilies, Claudia De Brin and Mindy Kalogera, fencing in Montreal.

"The contesting takes place on a single strip which makes it

---

**Notre Dame fencing wins Chicago Invitational title**

By JOE VILLINSKI

On Saturday the Notre Dame-Florida State game was definitely the most exciting sporting event occurring. However, the Notre Dame fencing team saw similar drama Saturday as the A-team rallied to defeat Northwestern 25-24 and capture the Chicago Invitational title.

"It was extremely proud of the team's performance this weekend," said men's head coach Mike DeCicco.

The championship match started off as senior Maura Galagher was defeated 5-2 by Christine Vorheis in women's foil. Needing a win to advance, senior Greg Wuzniak won 8-4 giving the Irish a 10-9 lead. The momentum shifted again when senior Corinne Dougherty lost 0-6 to Sara Heiden putting the Wildcats ahead 15-12. Men's head coach Dominianni next as freshman Jeremy sick defeated Rob Lichten 7-5, but Lichten got his own back in the first overtime. The Cats maintained a one-point lead 20-19. Now the stage was set for the deciding sabre match. Freshman Bill Lester was down to Carlos Villavicencio, but came back and defeated him on the last touch to preserve the title.

"I was glad to see the sabre team do good against Northwestern," said assistant coach Ed Bagger.

"We wanted to prove something against their sabre team since they beat us 17-2 last week at the festival," added armorer Greg Ripple.

The Irish took home the tournament trophies in all three men's divisions. Frier was named MVP in foil, Lester in sabre and senior Ian Girard at epee. The woman also had a good showing despite having two foilies, Claudia De Brin and Mindy Kalogera, fencing in Montreal.

"The contesting takes place on a single strip which makes it